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1§ The free motion of the targfit 

We shall assume that the target is moving randomly in such a way 

that b~[~)6) the probability density of the location of the target at 

time ~ , satisfies - if no search is going on - the parabolic 

equation 

the initial condition 

(2) 

and the boundary condition 

where S r = f('Z,~.): ~E~.,g-g£°,r.73and where 

bl /Sr = o, 

~ ' C ~ )  is the normal to Sr 
at ooint ~,~) . The initial-and boundary value problem (I)o..(3) 

has a unique solution such that I~(~#~90 for all ~6-~ and ~ ~0 

and such that ~q~C~o&=/for all ~o . The funetionsa~, 4,/~ 

and q~o~) may be of a fairly general nature. Equation (I) is the most 

general parabolic equation of second order which has these properties. 

2~ Mathematical formulation of a search 

The search for a target is usually carried out by some system of 

searching equipment which is distributed in ~ and which in general 

changes as a function of time. - We shall assume that the searching 

system may be represented by a function ~ ~×~) with the following 

properties: 
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ii) ~.Z:C~>~)~ =~o--<c,~st, for all ~ESO~T# 

iii) ~(%~)~ +~(~) is the probability that the target will be 

located, during time (~e~b) , given that it is at ~ (for other 

ways of defining a search see for instance refs. [3~ and 14 7 ) 

Within the theory of generalized parabolic equations applied here, 

~(×~e) must be a measurable function in D_ a[O>T~o 

,~,§ Equation for the a posteriori probability 
density of the location of the target 

With the search going on, the probability density of the location 

of the target will no longer change according to equation (1). Let 

~(~>aik) denote the said probability density, given that search during 

time Fo>~J has not been successful. Then [5] 

where we wrote more briefly 

?---rz" : ~,'~Z L j=/ 

Equation (~) may be replaced, through the substitution 

(6) ~ ( , S e ,  -~) = ~ (×~e ,'a) @-.~ ~ ¢£,r',..~o'aggr)dg 

by the simpler parabolic equation 

(7) 9 ~  

while the conditions (2) and (3) become, respectively, 

and - u d2j  (~'~ ~ ; . ) - - J  /S~ 

The probability that the target will be detected, during time 

Fo>TI , as a result of the search is [21 
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~§ The optimal search 

This far nothing has been said about the choise of search density 

~-C/)~). It is natural to try to find a ~(%~) which maximizes ~c~ A~, 

the probability of detection of the target during time [O~T~ . One has 

now the following optimal control problem with distributed variables: 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
and 

(1£) 

9~C×>D;xJ 
9Z- 

,.,f-~c×~-r-,' q J,:~ =/V,-# ,1 
__o_ 

The cond i t i on  of  o p t i m a l i t y  f o r  "JId%Z--) w i l l  now be obta ined by 

following closely the approach by Lions F67 . Let ~o~,~) be the 

optimal search density. Then 

<1~) f ~c>~)r/ a) - ~ / % L  ao)_7 om ~o> 
__eTA 

for all ~(×j~) , Condition (15) may now be expressed (cf. ref. [7] 

sec. 16.2.1 ) in the form 

r7- 
(16) j a~,f ~c~,~,.~o)(%c>~)- ~cx,~.~21¢c>~7~2 d. '~d~°,  

o 

where 7D('xjDi~A o) , the adjoint of ~(~)D,'~o) , is the solution of the 

boundary value problem 

- _ ~1" , ~ f  y : a , < ;  -<- 

(17) 4 -  q(%~J?d~>~lAJ ~ (%~Je ~T, 

(18) 1 o d % r i q )  = / 

=©° 

It is a well known fact of the theory of search, that there will 

be a region ~(~)~/~ such that ~ > o for all ~ ~ ~) and ~uch 

that ~(~)~o for ~/-I\ ~(~} . Furthermore, ~jk) will very likely 

be discontinuous across the border of ~{#J - By using essentially 

the technique of [3 7 , one now obtains, from condition (16), the 

following condition of optimality: 
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( 20 ) "1DEW> ~ ; U ) ~ C×) ~ ; .hi = --~ ('b) ~ f -~ ,'" Y-: ~ A / ~ )  

and 

Here ~ is a function ~ich will remain to be determined later. 

~§ Application of the condition of optimalit~ 

It may be shown, through a fairly straightforward calculation, 

thst equations (12), ($7), and condition (20) imply, for ~pb)E~(~))that 

where 

(23) 

It is of interest that equation (22) contains no derivatives with 

respect to time. 

The optimal ~oCZ~a) is finally obtained from (12) as follows: 

~ O ~ C ~ )  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S/ .P~4 

6 ~ , , ~  example 

In order to illustrate the way the theory given in previous sections 

would be applied in practical cases, let us consider the perhaps simplest 

case, the one dimensional diffuse motion of the target on the real axis. 

Therefore, now, 

(25) ~(~} = Q' I  'k~x-~ C~j b). 

Furthermore, let ~(~o) = ~(~) , where ~C-~] = ~C~ ) . The region ~/~J 

of sec. 5 becomes now the interval E-~l~)~ %C~)J , where ~/~) is an unknown 

function of time which remains to be determined later. We have now for 

%~I~)~%1~)~ , the equation 

obtained form equation (22), where we wrote more briefly 
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(27) 

Equation (26) is solved at once to give, for K.6[-.V.f4))X.(~,)_7) 

where C(~)  is an unknown function of time. Solution (27) satisfies the 

obvious requirement that ~&~e) :~//{z;~) . Outside interval ~-~J~ ~I~)~ 

function ~%~) satisfies equation 

(28) 

while ~--(×)~J and ~;~) must be continuous at points -- ~{~) and 

(~) . Our problem of optimizing the search has now been reduced to 

an initial- and boundary value problem with a moving boundary. - We shall 

now proceed in the well known manner. First let 

(29) 

where 

so that 

= _ ~ j ~ - ~ ,  

(30) 

(31) ,,¢,,d dx 3 o)  = o 

and 

( 33 ) ,,Wx~ (~4/e))  ~)  = 

Next we substitute, for ~6 ~ ;G{~) and for k~ -~ - ~(~) 

/ 

,~,-x,~j--~,o ,7) ~ ~-~'~ c _/ ~-~,u~) + 

(_ , 

Expression (34) satisfies equation (30) and condition (31), but contains 

the unknown-functions ~<,Y~) and I<~{~ For their determination one 

has conditions (32) and (33). Function ~i(¢~k) contains, however, the 

unknown functions Co~) and C(~) so that two more 
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conditions will be needed. One obtains now, from equation (24), that 

It will be required that 

(35) ~ cS~J ~o 

Since finally f3cxj~JM.~/ 

we obtain the condition that 

Condition (35) can be satisfied by Co~)~ 0 , provided that C(~) ~Oj 
in which case condition (36) reduces to 

- ~ ~ c t ~ )  = Lo 

It is easy to see, that the determination of unknown functions 

~-(~) , C(~) , and ~[~J still is a fairly complicated problem. 

By assuming d~ ~ of (25) to be small, perturbation calculations 

associated with an asymptotic treatment of function ~-(z~&), enable 

one to obtain the unknown functions as power series of c~ . This seems 

to indicate that the assumption 6~o(~#~O leads to a function ~(~#~) 

which satisfies our initial- and boundary value problem. Since the said 

problem has a unique solution, our solution would be the solution of the 

problem. We shall not reproduce the lengthy perturbation calculations 

here. 

The case cc ~ = O , that of a stationary target, is well known [3] 

However, since C~ Z appears as the coefficient of the second partial 

derivative ~ , the limiting process d~--~O would not be a 

trivial one. When considering the case ~=o one has to give up condition 

(33). The situation is very much related by nature to the corresponding 

situation in the theory of fluid flow in the limit of a vanishing 

viscosity. 
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